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Abstract: A high performance solar absorber using a 2D tantalum 
superlattice photonic crystal (PhC) is proposed and its design is optimized 
for high-temperature energy conversion. In contrast to the simple lattice 
PhC, which is limited by diffraction in the short wavelength range, the 
superlattice PhC achieves solar absorption over broadband spectral range 
due to the contribution from two superposed lattices with different cavity 
radii. The superlattice PhC geometry is tailored to achieve maximum 
thermal transfer efficiency for a low concentration system of 250 suns at 
1500 K reaching 85.0% solar absorptivity. In the high concentration case of 
1000 suns, the superlattice PhC absorber achieves a solar absorptivity of 
96.2% and a thermal transfer efficiency of 82.9% at 1500 K, amounting to 
an improvement of 10% and 5%, respectively, versus the simple square 
lattice PhC absorber. In addition, the performance of the superlattice PhC 
absorber is studied in a solar thermophotovoltaic system which is optimized 
to minimize absorber re-emission by reducing the absorber-to-emitter area 
ratio and using a highly reflective silver aperture. 
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1. Introduction 

A spectrally selective solar absorber is a critical element for solar thermal and solar 
thermophotovoltaic (STPV) applications [1–4]. To achieve high efficiencies in these energy 
conversion processes high operating temperatures well above 1000K are advantageous. In the 
high temperature regime, spectral selectivity is especially critical since the power lost by 
radiation from the absorber surface increases with the 4th power of the surface temperature. 
Therefore, it is imperative to have high solar absorptivity and at the same time to keep the 
losses due to re-emission by the absorber surface low [5,6]. Thermal stability of all 
components and of the spectral properties of the absorber is another critical issue at these high 
target operating temperatures [6]. Several approaches to highly selective absorbers based on 
impedance matching, metamaterials and photonic crystals have been proposed and 
demonstrated [4–13] but there is still room for improvement. For example, using 2D PhCs in 
refractory metals offers advantages of easy fabrication and high thermal stability [18–20]. Yet 
the spectral range of high absorptivity is limited, mostly due to diffraction losses of the 
periodic lattice in the short wavelength range. In this paper we show how the high 
absorptivity range of a solar absorber can be extended and tuned using a superlattice PhC 
design. The design consists of two superposed lattices with different cavity radii, i.e. a lattice 
with more than one cavity per unit cell. In this case, the contribution from modes of both 
cavities extends the spectral range of high absorptivity, which can be tailored by changing the 
geometrical parameters of the cavities. The geometry, i.e. the diameter of the cavities, is 
optimized first for the target operating parameters of a realistic STPV system with a moderate 
concentration of 250 suns and a target operating temperature of 1500K. The figure of merit is 
the thermal transfer efficiency of the absorber, which takes into account the solar absorptivity 
and the thermal emissivity of the absorber for the specific set of operating conditions. Next, 
high concentration solar applications are studied, where a broadband high absorptivity is 
desirable and has a higher impact on the thermal transfer efficiency than a low thermal 
emissivity. Excellent solar absorptivity can be achieved using a superlattice design with 
polygonal cavities and including an antireflection coating. This design is optimized for 
system parameters of 1000 suns and 1500K, achieving a solar absorptivity of 96.2% and a 
thermal transfer efficiency of 82.9%. 

Finally, we study the performance of an STPV system with the superlattice PhC absorber. 
The emitter consists of a 2D PhC optimized for a photovoltaic (PV) cell with a bandgap at λPV 
= 2.3 µm (0.54 eV). In a detailed model, all the losses of the system in dependence of 
temperature are included and the irradiance needed to achieve the operating temperature is 
calculated from the power balance of the system and the solar absorptivity of the absorber. 
The largest contribution to system losses is by reflection and re-emission on the absorber side. 
To minimize re-emission, the absorber-to-emitter area ratio, e.g. the structured area of the 
absorber, can be reduced. In addition, a high reflectivity aperture from Ag can be used as an 
additional filter on the absorber side. The influence of both measures on the optical 
conversion efficiency and the system efficiency is studied and compared for a simple lattice 
absorber, the superlattice absorber and a blackbody-like absorber. The results show that the 
optical conversion efficiency of the absorber-emitter pair, i.e. the ratio of useful output 
radiation vs. incident irradiance, can be more than doubled by reducing the absorber-to-
emitter area ratio and using the mirror aperture. 
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2. Solar absorber with 2D PhC superlattice 

2.1 Design approach 

A simple design to achieve high spectral selectivity is a 2D PhC consisting of a square array 
of cylindrical cavities etched into a tantalum (Ta) substrate [21]. This design has the 
advantage of a simple, scalable fabrication route using e.g. interference lithography, and the 
promise of high thermal stability using an additional surface coating of HfO2 as shown in a 
previous study [22,23]. The enhanced spectral absorptance in this PhC absorber as compared 
to the flat substrate is achieved due to the efficient coupling of incident light into resonant 
electromagnetic modes supported by the PhC cavities. The absorption peak and the cutoff 
wavelength between the spectral range of high and low absorptance are approximately given 
by the fundamental mode of the metallic cavity and can therefore be tuned by the geometry of 
the cavity. The spectral bandwidth of this design and therefore the solar absorptivity is limited 
due to the number of supported cavity modes and by diffraction. The latter occurs at 
wavelengths smaller than the period of the lattice, which is usually in the visible range. 

To maximize the bandwidth of the solar absorber and therefore the solar absorptivity, we 
propose a PhC superlattice design consisting of a unit cell with more than one cavity. PhC 
superlattices have been used to achieve superior control over bandgap, band dispersion and 
the density of optical states [24–27]. In this study, the enhanced spectral control is achieved 
through a wider spectrum of cavity modes. The introduction of another cavity with a second, 
smaller radius in the unit cell enforces an absorption peak at shorter wavelengths. By tuning 
the radii of the two cavities, we can set the absorption peak of the second cavity into the 
spectral range where the first cavity shows diffraction. Thus, the decrease of absorption from 
diffraction by the first cavity with larger radius is avoided and the spectral bandwidth of the 
absorber enlarged. In the long wavelength range, the spectral absorptance can be described by 
the surface-area weighted impedance, and thus depends mainly on the filling factor of the 
cavities [28]. In the long-wavelength limit, the free electron density makes the dominant 
contribution to the permittivity, and effective medium theory is valid. Decreasing the fraction 
of the metal decreases the free electron density. This lowers the effective plasma frequency, 
which increases the emissivity. 

The numerical simulations of the spectral properties of the PhCs were performed using a 
rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) algorithm implemented via S4 [29] and verified by 
a finite difference time domain algorithm (FDTD) implemented via MEEP [30]. Although 
both algorithms are not ideal for metals, good convergence was achieved with increasing 
number of Fourier expansion modes and resolution, respectively. The material properties of 
Ta as the substrate material are taken into account using the dispersion of Ta at high 
temperature taken from literature [31]. 

To demonstrate the concept of the superlattice PhC absorber, we study the case of a 
square lattice with cylindrical cavities with radius r1 and period a and improve its absorptance 
by introducing a second cavity with radius r2. The simulated absorptance spectra for normal 
incidence are shown in Fig. 1. The spectral response of the simple square lattice with one 
cavity with radius r1 = 0.28 µm, a period a = 0.66 µm and a cavity depth of d = 4.6 µm is 
compared to that of a simple square lattice with one cavity with radius r2 = 0.12 µm and a 
smaller period of a2 = a/√2 = 0.47 µm. In both cases, the spectral absorptance shows a 
maximum at a wavelength corresponding to approximately twice the diameter of the cavity. 
For wavelengths smaller than the period of the lattice, the reflectance increases due to the 
contribution of diffraction and the absorptance drops – in the case of the first PhC lattice 
exactly in the range of the maximum of the solar spectrum around 500 nm. The spectral 
response of a superlattice PhC combining both lattices, i.e., consisting of a square lattice of 
period a with two cavities with radii r1 and r2 in the unit cell, however shows the absorptance 
maxima of both cavities and therefore a wider absorption bandwidth and higher solar 
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absorptivity. The solar absorptivity α  is defined as the weighted average over the incident 
solar spectrum: 

 ( )
0

1
( ),S
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d S
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α λε λ λ
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=   (1) 

where Ss(λ) is the solar spectrum (AM1.5D), HS is the total solar irradiance, ε(λ) is the spectral 
emittance of the absorber and λ is the wavelength of light. With the superlattice design the 
solar absorptance is increased from 0.80 for the simple lattice to 0.85 (both at normal 
incidence). 
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Fig. 1. Normal spectral absorptance for square lattice and superlattice with period a = 0.66 µm, 
radius r1 = 0.28 µm and r2 = 0.12 µm and depth d = 4.6 µm, and absorptance for bulk Ta at 
1478 K [31] for comparison. Schematics of the lattices are shown for all PhC designs. 

Due to the angular dependence of the spectral absorptance of the PhC the solar 
absorptivity decreases with increasing opening angle of the incident light. The decrease in 
solar absorptivity, however, is below 1% up to an opening (half) angle of 30° both for the 
simple lattice as well as for the superlattice. With an acceptance angle of 30° on the absorber 
side, a concentrator can exceed a concentration of 10000 suns, following the conservation of 
etendue and using the solid angle of the unconcentrated direct sunlight, which is 68.5 µSr or 
0.267°. In case the incident angle on the concentrating system is not normal, a larger 
acceptance angle might be beneficial. But if the acceptance angle of the absorber is increased 
from 30° to full hemispherical irradiation, the improvement of the acceptance angle of the 
concentrator is only a factor of two. Therefore the angular dependence of the solar 
absorptivity can be neglected in this design and we restrict the following discussion to the 
case of normal incidence on the absorber. 

2.2 Thermal transfer efficiency 

For high temperature applications, it is critical to minimize the losses due to re-emission by 
the solar absorber, as discussed before. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the solar 
absorptivity α  and the thermal emissivity ( )Tε  of the absorber, which is defined as 
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where T is the operating temperature, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and k is 
the Boltzmann constant. To calculate this thermal emissivity, the hemispherical spectral 
emittance ε(λ) of the PhC is used. For the superlattice design there is a small increase in the 
spectral emittance at long wavelengths as compared to the simple lattice PhC (see Fig. 1). As 
discussed before, this is due to the increased fill factor of the cavities, which leads to higher 
thermal emissivity. As shown in Fig. 2(a) both the solar absorptivity and the thermal 
emissivity at 1500 K increase with increasing cavity radius r2. 

The figure of merit for the optimization of the solar absorber is therefore the thermal 
transfer efficiency Tη  which is defined as the difference between input and output power 

normalized to the incident power [32]: 

 
4

,T
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H
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with the solar absorptivity α  and the thermal emissivity ε  as defined above, HS is the total 
solar irradiance, and σ being the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The maximum of the thermal 
transfer efficiency therefore depends on the operating conditions of incident solar irradiance 
(concentration) and operating temperature. The geometry of the superlattice PhC absorber is 
first optimized for realistic operating parameters of an STPV system with an operating 
temperature of 1500 K and a moderate incident irradiance of 250 kW/m2 (i.e., 250 suns, 
AM1.5 direct). In Fig. 2(b) the thermal transfer efficiency of the superlattice absorber is 
shown as a function of the cavity radii r1 and r2. The maximum ηT = 0.472 is achieved for r1 = 
0.28 µm, r2 = 0.12 µm and period a = 0.66 µm. In comparison, the simple square lattice 
optimized for the same system conditions has r1 = 0.28 µm and period a = 0.66 µm and 
achieves only ηT = 0.452. The solar absorptivity ᾱ is increased from ᾱ = 80.2% to ᾱ = 85.0% 
using the superlattice PhC absorber. Note that the cavity depth only has a secondary effect on 
the spectral properties and the efficiency and is therefore kept constant at d = 4.6 µm. Also, 
the fabrication limitations are taken into account by ensuring a minimum distance of 25 nm 
between the cavities. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Thermal transfer efficiency ηT and thermal emissivity ε at 1500 K and solar 
absorptivity α for PhC absorbers with r1 = 0.28 µm and increasing radius r2 of the superlattice 
cavities. (b) Thermal transfer efficiency at 1500 K and 250 suns for the superlattice absorber 
with period a = 0.66 µm and depth d = 4.6 µm in dependence of the cavity radii. 
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2.3 Broadband solar absorber 

The superlattice PhC offers large freedom of design to tailor the spectral absorptance with the 
geometry of the cavities and to optimize the structure according to the system requirements. 
As discussed above, the relative influence of the solar absorptivity and the thermal emissivity 
on the thermal transfer efficiency depends on the operating conditions of incident irradiance 
and temperature. For the case of high concentration systems, the impact of the solar 
absorptivity is critical and broadband high absorptivity is desirable. In this case, designs with 
large cavities are favored since they increase the absorptivity over a broad spectral range. 
Using polygonal cavities we can increase the diameter of the cavities and their fill factor as 
compared to the cylindrical cavity superlattice, maximizing the number of available cavity 
modes in the unit cell and achieving higher efficiencies for high concentration systems. In 
Fig. 3 we show the normal spectral absorptance of the superlattice with cavities consisting of 
polygons, as shown in the schematic in the inset. In this design the unit cell consists of an 
octagon and a square, where r1 and r2 denote their respective circumferences. We include a 
surface coating of 40 nm HfO2 as an antireflective coating, which is optimized to enhance the 
spectral absorptance in the visible range. Including this coating already improves the solar 
absorptivity for the simple lattice PhC [6] while also ensuring high temperature stability [23]. 
Using the superlattice design with the coating we can substantially extend the bandwidth of 
high spectral absorptance into the infrared, as shown in Fig. 3. Design 4 was optimized for 
maximum thermal transfer efficiency at 1000 suns and 1500 K. The optimized period is a = 1 
µm and radii r1 = 0.49 µm and r2 = 0.24 µm with a cavity depth of d = 4.6 µm, including a 
conformal coating of 40 nm HfO2. With this design, the solar absorptivity is increased by 
10% to ᾱ = 96.2% from ᾱ = 86.4% for the simple square lattice PhC absorber (design 1, 
cylindrical cavities) with a = 0.66 µm and radius r1 = 0.24 µm with the same antireflective 
coating. The thermal transfer efficiency is increased to ηT = 0.829 for the superlattice absorber 
as compared to ηT = 0.780 for the simple square lattice PhC absorber. (Note that for moderate 
concentrations, the performance of the cylindrical and the polygonal PhC is comparable). 
Large-scale fabrication of such a polygonal superlattice PhC is feasible using e.g. nanoimprint 
lithography [33,34]. 
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Fig. 3. Normal spectral absorptance for: 1 the square lattice (cylindrical) PhC with a = 0.66 
µm, r1 = 0.24 µm, and (polygonal) superlattice with 2: a = 0.6 µm, r1 = 0.27 µm, r2 = 0.1 µm, 
3: a = 0.8 µm, r1 = 0.39 µm, r2 = 0.15 µm, 4: a = 1.0 µm, r1 = 0.49 µm, r2 = 0.24 µm; all with 
cavity depth d = 4.6 µm and antireflection coating of 40 nm HfO2, and solar spectrum AM1.5D 
(green trace). 
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3. Optimized STPV system 

In the next step, the performance of the superlattice absorber is studied in a high 
concentration STPV system, and the influence of several system parameters on the system 
performance is determined. In the STPV system, a conversion step consisting of a combined 
solar absorber and thermal emitter converts the incident solar radiation into thermal radiation 
that is ideally matched to the bandgap of a small bandgap PV cell. The system performance 
depends on a detailed balance of the incident irradiance and the output power through all loss 
channels, which determines the operating temperature reached. For a more detailed discussion 
see [35,36]. At high temperatures, losses taking place on the absorber side have a critical 
impact on the system performance. In an earlier study it was shown for an experimental 
STPV setup that approximately 50% of the incident power density, depending on operating 
parameters, are already lost on the absorber side either by reflection (insufficient absorption) 
or re-emission (high thermal losses) [6]. Figure 4(a) shows a schematic sketch of an STPV 
system design with a planar absorber/emitter pair, where the system is specifically optimized 
to minimize losses on the absorber side. The broadband superlattice absorber with 
antireflective coating significantly helps to reduce losses due to reflection. By reducing the 
absorber area with respect to the emitter area, losses by re-emission of the absorber can be 
reduced [1,35]. In the planar absorber/emitter design the structured absorber-to-emitter area 
ratio AR is optimized, while the remaining area of the absorber side is unstructured and its 
emissivity is that of the flat polished substrate. In addition, a high reflectance aperture (e.g. 
Ag) with an aperture size equal to the structured absorber area is used to recycle thermal 
emission from the absorber. 

3.1 System model 

A detailed model including all the losses is implemented to predict system performance and 
to optimize the system parameters as well as the absorber design. In this model the emitter is 
a 2D Ta PhC as described in an earlier study [6] and matched to an InGaAsSb cell, which has 
a bandgap at λPV = 2.3 µm (0.54 eV) [37]. Further, the model is based on isothermal operation 
of the absorber/emitter pair, i.e., absorber and emitter being at the same operation 
temperature. To calculate the incident irradiance on the absorber that is needed to reach a 
target operating temperature, we take into account the solar absorptivity of the absorber, the 
radiative losses from all surfaces (absorber, emitter, sides and support needles) and 
conduction losses through the supporting needles holding the absorber/emitter pair. Thermal 
re-emission on the absorber side is calculated for the case without and with Ag aperture, 
taking into account multiple reflections and the geometry of the sample, assuming a gap of 
300 µm to the aperture. We study system performance for an experimental setup where the 
area of the absorber/emitter pair and the matched PV cell is 1 cm2 as well as for a more 
efficient large scale case with an area of 100 cm2. 

The photon flux from the emitter incident on the PV cell is calculated from the 
hemispherical spectral emittance of the emitter for different temperatures. The geometry, i.e., 
the finite size of the emitter and PV cell and the gap between them, resulting in cavity losses, 
is included via the viewfactor assuming a gap of 300 µm. In addition, the radiation reflected 
back from the PV cell to the emitter is included in the model. In the useful wavelength range 
(i.e. below the cutoff wavelength of the PV cell) the measured reflectance of the PV cell is 
taken into account. Above the cutoff wavelength, the influence of the PV cell reflectance is 
studied by assuming different reflectance values RPV. 

As a measure of the performance of the optical conversion stage we define the optical 
efficiency ηopt as the ratio of useful irradiance from the emitter reaching the PV cell (i.e. 
below the cutoff wavelength of the PV cell) to the overall incident irradiance: 
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where εeff is the effective spectral emittance of the emitter, taking into account back-reflection 
from the PV cell, FV is the viewfactor, λmin and λPV are the lower and upper limits of the 
quantum efficiency of the PV cell, denoting the useful wavelength range. As the irradiance 
reaching the PV cell only depends on the emitter T (for a given emitter), the optical efficiency 
therefore depends directly on the irradiance needed to reach this operating T. The overall 
system efficiency ηSTPV is the product of optical efficiency ηopt and the electrical efficiency of 
the PV cell ηPV. In our model we determine the system efficiency as the ratio of electrical 
output power to the incident solar power, where the electrical output power is calculated for a 
real InGaAsSb cell using the PV parameters determined from the measured I-V curve [38]. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of the STPV configuration with area-optimized absorber/emitter pair and 
aperture. (b) STPV system efficiency dependence on incident irradiance for different AR using 
the polygonal superlattice PhC absorber (design 4) with Ag aperture and PhC emitter matched 
to an InGaAsSb PV cell (λPV = 2.3µm), and measured cell efficiency ηPV. System temperature 
T for the same system in dependence of irradiance (dashed lines, right axis). (c) Optical 
conversion efficiency ηopt of superlattice PhC, square lattice PhC and blackbody absorber with 
Ag aperture (solid lines) and without (dashed) for different AR at 1500K. (d) ηopt of 
superlattice PhC absorber for different STPV system configurations, all at 1500K with Ag 
aperture vs. absorber-to-emitter area ratio AR. The different cases were calculated for small 
scale 1 cm2 and large scale 100 cm2 device areas, and different reflection coefficients RPV on 
the PV cell side. 

3.2 Optimizing the absorber area 

In Fig. 4(a) the STPV system model is shown including the main radiation channels. In the 
following, the influence of the main loss mechanisms and the improvements by optimizing 
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the absorber area are discussed. One loss mechanism that can be addressed and minimized on 
a system level are the side losses by radiation from the sides of the absorber-emitter pair and 
by radiation escaping through the gaps between the absorber-emitter pair and the Ag aperture 
on the front, and the PV cell on the back, respectively. These side losses can be substantially 
reduced by upscaling of the setup, i.e. increasing the area of the absorber-emitter pair and of 
the matching PV cell. In the system model, losses by radiation and conduction of the support 
holding the absorber-emitter pair are also taken into account. Modeling shows that for a large-
scale device with a minimum amount of small support needles, these losses can be kept well 
below 1%. A crucial loss channel is the parasitic emission of the emitter above the bandgap 
wavelength λPV of the PV cell, which cannot be converted to electricity and is lost as waste 
heat. By design, the 2D Ta PhC emitter optimized for a PV cell with λPV = 2.3 µm used in this 
model has a spectral selectivity of ηsp = 57% at 1500 K, i.e., 57% of the emitted radiation is 
below the cutoff wavelength λPV. By using a cold-side filter or engineering the reflection of 
the PV cell, the radiation above the cutoff wavelength can be reflected back to the emitter and 
reabsorbed, increasing the spectral efficiency of the emitter and the system efficiency. Losses 
on the absorber side due to reflection and re-emission can be substantially reduced by 
optimizing the absorber-to-emitter area AR and using a high-reflectivity aperture on the front 
side. 

As shown in Fig. 4(b) there is an optimum area ratio AR for a given irradiance, since the 
irradiance needed to reach a target operating temperature increases for smaller absorber areas. 
The calculated system efficiency ηSTPV is compared for a 100 cm2 absorber/emitter pair with a 
polygonal superlattice absorber (Design 4 in Fig. 3), an Ag aperture and different area ratios 
AR in dependence of the incident irradiance. Note that the optimum operating temperature 
(and therefore, irradiance) is determined mostly by the performance of the PV cell. In this 
calculation the measured performance of an InGaAsSb cell is used [38]. The efficiency ηPV of 
this PV cell has a maximum of 24.8% at approximately 1300K and then decreases with 
increasing operating temperature, i.e., increasing irradiance from the emitter, due to losses 
connected to the series resistance [6]. For this PV cell and the PhC emitter used in the model, 
the system efficiency reaches its maximum at T = 1500K (Fig. 4(b)). At 1500K the efficiency 
of the measured PV cell is ηPV = 22.6% compared to 51.1% for an ideal PV cell [39]. As can 
be seen, the incident irradiation (concentration) needed to reach this optimum T, and therefore 
maximum system efficiency, increases with decreasing area ratio AR. In the calculated system 
efficiency shown in Fig. 4(b) the reflection from the PV cell above the cutoff wavelength was 
assumed to be RPV = 0.1 (not optimized). Still, we can achieve an STPV system efficiency 
above ηSTPV >10% for an irradiance above 1000 suns using a coated superlattice absorber with 
AR≤0.1. Using a cold side filter that reduces reflection on the PV cell with RPV = 0.9 for 
wavelengths above the cut-off λPV = 2.3 µm the system efficiency ηSTPV can exceed 20% for 
AR≤0.1. 

In Fig. 4(c) we further study the influence of the reduced area ratio and of the Ag aperture 
on the optical efficiency ηopt as defined in Eq. (4) for the case of the simple square absorber 
with cylindrical cavities, the polygonal superlattice absorber (design 4) and a blackbody-like 
absorber (with α = ε = 1), all with a sample area of 100 cm2 and RPV = 0.1 at an operating 
temperature of 1500K. At a high area ratio, i.e., low incident concentration, the calculated 
optical efficiency is highest for the square lattice absorber since it has lower thermal 
emissivity. For AR = 1 (the absorber covers the front surface area completely) the optical 
efficiency is ηopt = 27.5% with the simple square lattice absorber, which requires an incident 
irradiance of 226 suns to reach the optimum system T = 1500K, as compared to 24.5% for the 
superlattice absorber (254 suns) and 15.6% for the blackbody absorber (398 suns), 
respectively. For decreasing area ratio the optical efficiency increases: the remaining 
unstructured area has a lower thermal emittance and therefore losses due to re-emission are 
smaller, even without Ag aperture (dashed lines in Fig. 4(c)). With decreasing AR the 
superlattice absorber gains over the square lattice absorber since firstly, the thermal 
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emissivity is decreased, and secondly, the concentration is increased and the impact of the 
higher solar absorptivity on the optical efficiency is more relevant. Without Ag aperture, the 
optimized superlattice absorber has a higher optical efficiency than the square lattice for 
approximately AR<0.4. At AR = 0.1 the superlattice absorber achieves ηopt = 35.9%, requiring 
an incident irradiance of 1731 suns to reach a system T = 1500K, as compared to the 
blackbody absorber with ηopt = 34.1% (1820 suns) and the square lattice absorber with 33.2% 
(1872 suns). Including the Ag aperture in the system design (solid lines in Fig. 4(c)) the re-
emission from the remaining area is reflected back and is re-absorbed, which reduces thermal 
losses from the absorber side even further for AR< 1. In fact, in this case the losses by re-
emission are mostly governed by the reflectance of the aperture (and the viewfactor on the 
absorber side) i.e., even if the whole area below the Ag mirror is structured we can achieve 
almost the same optical efficiency as for the case where the structured absorber is limited to 
the illuminated area. With the Ag aperture, the superlattice absorber achieves ηopt = 45.8% at 
AR = 0.1, and reducing the required irradiance of 1357 suns to reach 1500K, as opposed to the 
square lattice absorber with ηopt = 42.7% (1455 suns) and the blackbody absorber with ηopt = 
42.6% (1460 suns). Although the solar absorptivity of the superlattice absorber of ᾱ = 96.2% 
is slightly smaller than that of a blackbody, the superlattice absorber still achieves higher 
optical efficiencies than a blackbody-like absorber for AR above about 0.02. 

In Fig. 4(d) the calculated optical conversion efficiency is shown for different system 
parameters versus the absorber-to-emitter area ratio. In this comparison, the superlattice PhC 
absorber design 4 is used including an Ag aperture and at an operating temperature of 1500K. 
Different cases are compared where losses are reduced step by step: first, a small scale device 
of 1 cm2, and low reflectance of the PV cell side RPV = 0.1 for wavelengths above λPV = 2.3 
µm. Second, scaling up to an area of 100 cm2 in which case the side losses are substantially 
reduced. By increasing the reflectance RPV in the long wavelength range to RPV = 0.9 in case 3 
and RPV = 1 in case 4 the losses by parasitic emission of the emitter are substantially reduced 
and the spectral selectivity of the emitter is improved. In this case, the optical efficiency ηopt is 
dominated by losses due to re-emission and reflection by the absorber. By reducing the area 
ratio of absorber-to-emitter AR, the optical efficiency ηopt is dramatically increased. More than 
ηopt = 80% are achieved for an ideal cold side filter with RPV = 1 and a small AR≤0.02 with an 
Ag front side aperture (at a concentration of ≥5300 suns). The system efficiency for this case, 
using an ideal PV cell with a bandgap wavelength of λPV = 2.3 µm and an efficiency ηPV = 
51.1% at 1500K can exceed ηSTPV = 40% for operating temperatures ≥1500K. Using a cold 
side filter with RPV = 0.9, the optical efficiency is almost 70% and the system efficiency can 
exceed ηSTPV = 20% for T≥1500K even with the PV cell used in the experiment. For the 
measured PV cell and RPV = 0.1, the optical efficiency can still be doubled by reducing AR 
and using the mirror aperture, and reach ηopt = 50% for the large-scale case of 100 cm2, albeit 
at the cost of increased irradiance required to reach the optimum operating temperature of 
1500K from 254 suns at AR = 1 to 6263 suns at AR = 0.02. 

4. Conclusion 

A superlattice PhC design is studied to achieve broadband high spectral absorptance in the 
solar spectrum range, while retaining low emittance in the long wavelength range. This high 
selectivity is crucial for applications at the high operating temperatures (> 1000K) which are 
necessary to achieve high efficiencies in energy conversion applications. When using a 
simple square lattice PhC, the range of high absorptivity, i.e., low reflectivity, is limited due 
to diffraction which occurs at wavelengths below the period of the lattice. The superlattice 
PhC absorber achieves broadband solar absorption due to the contribution from two cavities 
with different radii per unit cell. The spectral range of high absorptivity can be tuned by the 
geometry of the cavities. At the same time, the design can retain low emittance, i.e., high 
reflectivity, in the long wavelength range, which is important at high operating temperatures 
to keep thermal emissivity and therefore losses due to re-emission low. 
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The superlattice PhC design is optimized for a low concentration system of 250 suns and 
an operating temperature of 1500K. Using a superlattice consisting of two cylindrical cavities 
per unit cell, the solar absorptivity is improved by 5% from 80% to 85% compared to the 
simple lattice. The thermal transfer efficiency, as a measure of the performance of the 
absorber is improved by 2% from 45.2% to 47.2% for this case. For the case of a high 
concentration system, the solar absorptivity has a higher impact on the thermal transfer 
efficiency of the absorber. In this case, a superlattice PhC consisting of polygonal cavities is 
used together with an additional antireflection coating of 40 nm HfO2. The design is 
optimized for an irradiance of 1000 suns and an operating temperature of 1500K. The thermal 
transfer efficiency for the optimized design is 82.9% which is 5% higher than for the simple 
lattice PhC absorber with the same antireflection coating. The superlattice PhC achieves a 
high solar absorptivity of 96.2% which is an improvement of 10%. 

Furthermore, the system performance of an STPV system using the superlattice absorber 
is studied. Using a highly reflecting Ag aperture as an additional entrance filter and 
optimizing the area ratio of absorber to emitter, the losses due to re-emission of the absorber 
can be minimized. The optical conversion efficiency of the STPV absorber-emitter stage with 
the spectral properties of the superlattice absorber and a PhC emitter optimized for a PV 
wavelength of 2.3 µm can reach up to 80%. 
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